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Conversion of zero point energy into high-energy photons
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An unusual phenomenon, observed in experiments, is studied. X-ray laser bursts of keV energy are emitted from a metal where long-living
states, resulting in population inversion, are totally unexpected. Anomalous electron-photon states are revealed to be formed inside the metal.
These states are associated with narrow,10−11 cm, potential well created by the local reduction of zero point electromagnetic energy. In
contrast to analogous van der Waals potential well, leading to attraction of two hydrogen atoms, the depth of the anomalous well is on the
order of 1 MeV . The states in that well are long-living which results in population inversion and subsequent laser generation observed. The
X-ray emission, occurring in transitions to lower levels, is due to the conversion of zero point electromagnetic energy.
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1. Zero point electromagnetic energy

The concept of zero point energy was developed by A. Ein-
stein and O. Stern in 1913. This energy depends on mutual
positions of atoms or macroscopic objects in space resulting
in interaction forces among them. The first calculation of
this force between two atoms (van der Waals force) has been
done by F. London in 1928 [1]. As shown by H. Casimir in
1948, van der Waals forces exist also between macroscopic
bodies [2, 3]. These results were expanded by E. Lifshitz in
1955 [4,5].

A significant problem is extraction of zero point energy
and conversion of it into a macroscopic form. It is possi-
ble in reality and there is an example of this. Two hydrogen
atoms, in the ground state each, are acted by the attractive
van der Waals force which brings them together (until activa-
tion of covalent forces) from a large distance. In this process
the sum of the atoms kinetic energy and zero point energy
of photons is conserved. Then the emission of the energy of
4.72 eV (H2 binding energy) by photons transfers the system
to the ground state. As a result, zero point photon energy is
reduced by∼ 1 eV. In this case the vacuum energy is emitted
(“energy from nothing”).

The macroscopic version of the above process was pro-
posed in Ref. 6 and discussed in Ref. 7. See also Refs. 8
to 10.

Apart from that, the mechanism of conversion of zero
point electromagnetic energy into high-energy photons (up
to a few MeV) has been revealed in Ref. 11. This mechanism
is based on anomalous electron-photon states.

2. Glow discharge and X-ray bursts

In papers [12,13] and references therein unusual results were
reported on high-current glow discharge in various gases. At
discharge voltage of (1-2) kV X-ray emission (up to 10 keV)
from the metal cathode was registered. Both diffuse and col-
limated X-ray emissions were observed. Collimated X-ray

bursts of the duration of 20µs were generated approximately
every 50µs during 0.1 s after stopping the discharge.

Moreover, some collimated X-ray bursts have been seen
up to 20 hours after switching off the discharge voltage. An
emission of separate photons by radioactive isotopes from the
cathode material is easy understandable. But here one deals
with strongly collimated X-ray laser bursts. So it was the
laser emission from “dead” sample, namely, which was acted
by nothing during 20 hours.

The essential point is that above experiments were repeat-
edly performed for years and could be reproduced any time
on demand. Indeed, the array of macroscopic laser bursts un-
likely is an artifact.

It is hard, using a combination of known effects, to ex-
plain phenomena observed. First, it is unclear how energy in-
side the isolated and equilibrium solid is suddenly collected
to get converted into the macroscopic laser burst. Second,
even if this happens, a mechanism of creation of popula-
tion inversion is unclear since electronic lifetimes in the keV
regime are very short [12].

Misinterpretation of experiments [12, 13] is possible by
attributing the energy source to nuclear reactions. These reac-
tions are impossible here since energies of phonons (0.01 eV)
and electrons (1 eV) inside a solid are too low compared to
MeV . It is not real to expect phonons in a solid to suddenly
get collected into the MeV energy.

Below the conversion mechanism of zero point energy
into high-energy photons [11] is shown to be likely the base
of phenomena observed in Refs. 12 and 13.

3. Anomalous electron-photon states

In this section we study some aspects of the electron-photon
interaction.
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3.1. Electron-photon system

Electron-photon interaction in quantum electrodynamics is
described by the partHe−ph [5]. One can apply multi-
dimensional quantum mechanics to the electron-photons sys-
tem since photons are the infinite set of harmonic oscilla-
tors. This method was proposed in Ref. 14 and developed
in Ref. 15 and further publications.

When formallyHe−ph = 0 the total energy is the sum
of the electron energyE and the zero point photon energy∑
~ω/2. The stationary state of the system with that total

energy is described by the wave function

ψ0 = ψe(~r, z)ψph , (1)

whereψph is the multi-dimensional photon function. We sup-
pose the partψe in (1) to be the usual electron wave function
of the ground state with the energyE in the potentialU0(r).
This is shown in Fig. 1 whereρ0 = |ψe|2 is the electron den-
sity. As the first step, we consider the general problem in a
smooth axially symmetric potential and do not specify a par-
ticular physical situation.

The finiteHe−ph turns the wave function (1) into exact
one,ψ. In this caseψ (asψ0) also corresponds to a station-
ary state of the total Hamiltonian with the certain total energy
Etot. One can presentEtot as

Etot = E(~r, z) +
∑ ~ω

2
−

(∑ ~ω
2

)

0

, (2)

where the first term relates to the electron part which also in-
cludesHe−ph. The last term is zero point energy of photons
in absence of the electron. According to [14,15], the electron
density

ρ = 〈|ψ|2〉ph (3)

corresponds to the average on photon coordinates. At
He−ph = 0 the density isρ = |ψe|2.

FIGURE 1. He−ph = 0. Ground state energyE of electron in the
potentialU0(r). The electron density isρ0 = |ψe|2. a is the spatial
scale of the potential.

3.2. Lamb shift

WhenHe−ph 6= 0, for the potentialU0(r) in Fig. 1 the mod-
ified ground state energyEtot hardly differs from bareE by
the Lamb shift [5]. Analogously the inclusion of the electron-
photon interactions hardly influences the electron density in
Fig. 1.

This is because of smallness of radiative corrections [5].
Due to the interaction with zero point electromagnetic os-
cillations the electron “vibrates” [16,17]. This idea was pro-
posed by W. Nernst in 1916. The mean electron displacement
〈~u〉 is zero but the mean squared displacementr2

T = 〈u2〉 is
finite. One can estimate for the electron in hydrogen atom
[11,16]

rT ' rc

√
4e2

π~c
ln
~c
e2
' 0.81× 10−11cm, (4)

where rc = ~/(mc) ' 3.86 × 10−11cm is the Comp-
ton length. The electron, due to the uncertaintyrT in its
positions, probes various parts of the electrostatic potential
and therefore electron energy levels become slightly shifted
(Lamb shift [5]).

3.3. Singular electron density

Let us consider the potentialU(r) which coincides with
U0(r) at a < r, wherea is the scale of the potential in the
space. Atr < a the potentialU(r) exceedsU0(r) as shown
in Fig. 2. The energyE, the same as in Fig. 1, becomes below
the ground state energy in the modified potential. The corre-
spondingψe (coinciding with one in Fig. 1 ata < r) is no
more the eigenfunction since it has the singularity atr = 0
sketched in Fig. 2. This is a formally correct solution of the
problem at allr exceptingr = 0 which is the singularity line

FIGURE 2. He−ph = 0. Compared to Fig. 1, the potentialU(r) is
larger atr < a. Now E (the same as in Fig. 1) is below the ground
state energy. The electron densityρ is singular atr = 0 since
the relatedψe is not the electron eigenfunction forU(r). Dashed
curves correspond to Fig. 1 and ata < r U = U0 andρ = ρ0.
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(thread) ofψe. The electron densityρ in Fig. 2 coincides with
ρ0 in Fig. 1 ata < r. To formally support the singular wave
function (density) in Fig. 2 the potential should be singular
U(r) ∼ −δ(r). This is shown in Fig. 2.

Let us look at Fig. 1. Inclusion of the electron-photon in-
teraction just slightly modifies the ground state energy in the
potentialU0(r), which becomesEtot (Sec. 3.3). The related
electron density is also close toρ0. The associated total wave
function ψ, which produces that electron density according
to (3), follows from the milti-dimensional Schrödiger equa-
tion (Sec. 3.1). The solutionψ, defined on the total set of co-
ordinates with a given larger, is an initial condition for con-
tinuation to smallerr according to the formalism of differen-
tial equations. During the continuation from larger down to
the certain fixedr the wave functionψ “does not know” what
happens at values of this variable smaller than that fixedr.

Let us look now at Fig. 2. AtHe−ph 6= 0, the total wave
function ψ (and thereforeρ), being continued from larger,
is the same ata < r for the both potentials,U0(r) andU(r),
if to substituteE by Etot. In the potentialU0(r) the latter
is the exact ground state energy which obviously has zero
imaginary part. Therefore there is the stationary state with
this exact real energyEtot also for the potentialU(r). We
track this state from larger. But what happens to this state at
r < a?

3.4. Why the singularity is cut off

One can look at the exact densityρ moving from the region
a < r in Fig. 3 to the regionr < a. When we are not close
to r = 0, ρ slightly differs from one in Fig. 2 since the small
uncertainty in electron positions, due to its “vibrations”, pro-
duces a small effect on the electron motion. This statement in
terms of quantum electrodynamics [5] is equivalent to weak-
ness of the electron-photon interaction. As known, some as-
pects of quantum electrodynamics can be formulated in the
approximate manner using “vibrational” representation [17].
For example, the Lamb shift of atomic levels can be almost
exactly calculated within that approximation [11,16].

Electron “vibrations” become significant close to the line
r = 0 whenr . rT . There is a question will the density
ρ, whenHe−ph 6= 0, remain singular on that line. As plot-
ted in Fig. 3, the singularity is cut off by the electron-photon
interaction. This is clear from below.

In quantum electrodynamics the electron propagator may
be calculated at a given (in space-time) macroscopic electro-
magnetic field with the subsequent averaging on those fields
with the certain weight [5]. Before this average the electron
wave function can be presented as a path integral on classical
trajectories [18]. For simplicity we consider the Schrödinger
formalism.

The electron wave function, given at the initial moment
of timet1, is “transferred” by classical trajectories to the next
momentt2. In the absence of the electromagnetic field the
wave function, singular in space whent = t1, goes over at
t2 into one with the same singularity at the same position in

FIGURE 3. Features of anomalous electron-photon state. This is
the case of Fig. 2 but with the electron-photon interaction. The bare
energyE in Fig. 2 goes over intoEtot atHe−ph 6= 0. The depth of
the potential well is in the range of MeV. The energy spectrum in
the well is continuous.

space. With the macroscopic electromagnetic field classical
trajectories are deformed and bring the singularity to a dif-
ferent position in space at the momentt2. For example, in
the harmonic potential the argument of the wave function is
shifted by the time-dependent coordinate given by the clas-
sical trajectory in the macroscopic non-stationary field [19].
Since the singularity shift depends on photon coordinates, av-
eraging on them results in cutting off the singularity on the
distancerT .

Thus the resulting stationary state with the energyEtot in
the potentialU(r) becomes non-singular and therefore phys-
ical.

The exact real energyEtot in the potentialU(r) can be
varied by the variation of the bare ground state energyE in
the potentialU0(r). It occurs if to varyU0(r) at r < a keep-
ing the sameU(r). For eachE the relatedEtot has zero imag-
inary part as the ground state energy in the potentialU0(r).
This means that the energy spectrum of stationary states in
the well in Fig. 3 is continuous and non-decaying. The above
Etot in Sec. 3.3 is just one of the total set of levels. There is
no contradiction since this is not one particle quantum me-
chanics.

3.5. Potential well

The above scheme of formation of anomalous electron-
photon state is also applicable when the electron moves in
the potential of lattice sites in a solid [11]. In this case the
thread is not infinite but is restricted by two lattice sites.
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The smeared singularity is referred to the narrow (on the
order ofrT ) but smooth peak ofρ, shown in Fig. 3. This cor-
responds to the local enhancement of the electron kinetic en-
ergy

√
(mc2)2 + (~c/rT )2 −mc2 ' 1.9 MeV in the thread

regionr . rT .
One has to make a remark on the estimate (4). Generally

it containsln
√

mc2/U whereU is the scale of the potential
energy [16]. For the hydrogen atomU coincides with the Ry-
dberg energy resultingln ~c/e2 in Eq. (4). In our casemc2 is
involved into the effective potential. So one can take the es-
timaterT ∼ rc

√
e2/~c. The subatomicrT is universal that

is independent of atomic potentials which hardly contribute
to rT .

At distancesrc < r nonrelativistic quantum mechanics
is applicable. AtrT < r < rc one should use the Dirac
formalism. At shorter distances the electron-photon interac-
tion is substantial and the perturbation theory one2/~c does
not work. This is an unusual case of enhancement of the
electron-photon interaction within the narrow region. There
is the known phenomenon of enhancement of the electron-
photon interaction. It happens when the constante2/~c is
multiplied by the large logarithm [5,20,21].

Since the state is stationary, its total energy (2) far from
the thread is approximately the sum of electron one and zero
point energy of photons. Close to the threadEtot is redis-
tributed between the above locally enhanced kinetic energy
of the electron (the first term in (2)) and the local reduction of
zero point energy of photons (the last two terms in (2)). The
latter can be interpreted as the certain potential well sketched
in Fig. 3. AtrT < r this potential well is close toU in Fig. 2.
That well can also be treated as smearedδ-function shown
in Fig. 2. Analogous reduction of zero point photon energy
occurs in formation of van der Waals (Casimir) forces [2–5].

As in van der Waals forces, the depth of the well in Fig. 3
can be estimated as~c/rT . In our case it is2.4 MeV. This
rough estimate of the related energy reduction,−2.4 MeV,
corresponds to the local enhancement of the electron energy,
1.9 MeV, to compensate it.

4. Properties of anomalous states

Usually discrete electron levels in a given potential well be-
come of finite width under the interaction with photons. The
transition of the electron to the ground state is accompanied
by photon emission. One can formally consider the exact
state (with continuous energy) of the total electron-photon
system as the electron in the ground state and a photon prop-
agating to the infinity. This exact state is delocalized.

In our case the well is self consistently formed due to the
electron-photon interaction. AtHe−ph 6= 0 smearing of the
singular wave function is accompanied by broadening of the
δ function part of the potential (Fig. 2) which goes over into
the well in Fig. 3. The exact electron-photon states are local-
ized (no photons propagating to the infinity). These states are
of zero imaginary part of energy if to consider the electron-
photon interaction only (Sec. 3.3, 3.4). Under these condi-

tions emission of photons is impossible. States in the well in
Fig. 3 can be classified as anomalous ones.

There is the qualitative explanation why anomalous state
is not decaying. The regionr < rT plays a role of the point
where the electron is tightly connected to electromagnetic co-
ordinates and is dragged by them. One can treat the electron
to be localized atr < rT . Under photon emission the region
r < rT would oscillate increasing the electron kinetic energy.
This prevents the electron to lose its total energy going to a
lower level.

Anomalous electron-photon states are non-decaying (in-
finite lifetime) if to account for solely electron-photon inter-
action. But besides the substantial interaction with photons
at r < rT there are weak interactions (electron-electron for
example) leading to a small finite width of those states. As
a result, the states in the well in Fig. 3 become not exact but
long-living.

Anomalous states are of continuous energy spectrum
(Sec. 3.3, 3.4) since the usual condition of absence of singu-
larity, leading to levels quantization in quantum mechanics,
is not imposed.

The scheme considered above is based on the clear sub-
sequent steps which do not require detailed calculations. The
state, which is singular in quantum mechanics, becomes cut
off under the interaction with photons. It is established that

• there are long-living states in the narrow (10−11 cm)
and deep (1 MeV) potential well,

• these long-living states are of continuous energy spec-
trum.

Electron transitions in the system of long-living states are ac-
companied by emission of X-ray or even MeV quanta since
the well depth is on this order of magnitude. The above prop-
erties may provide a possibility for population inversion and
therefore X-ray laser emission.

4.1. Extraction of zero point energy

One should make a note about the energy balance when zero
point energy

∑
~ω/2 is involved. Sinceω = ck this sum is

divergent because it is reduced to the integrationd3k/(2π)3.
The infinite energy of zero point oscillations corresponds to
the rules of quantum electrodynamics [5].

When the electromagnetic field is not free (interaction
with electrons, atoms or macroscopic bodies) the abovek-
integration should be with the additional factorρk which is
the density of states. At largek ρk → 1. For free electromag-
netic fieldρk = 1. The last two terms in Eq. (2) correspond
to thek-integration with the weight(ρk − 1). The resulting
integral is not strongly divergent.

Sinceρk depends on coordinates, the last two terms in (2)
are equivalent to the certain potential energy (Fig. 3) caused
by the spatially dependent reduction of zero point energy. In
the case of two atoms the analogous reduction corresponds to
van der Waals (Casimir) potential well [2–5]. Therefore the
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energy of emitted quanta, under electron transitions in the
well, comes from zero point electromagnetic energy (from
vacuum).

4.2. Creation of anomalous electron-photon states

The typical size of the usual electron state in solids is
10−8 cm. The size of the anomalous state is on the order
of rT ∼ 10−11 cm. Therefore the perturbation, producing
anomalous state from the usual one, should be varied on the
distance ofrT . Otherwise the corresponding matrix element
is small and the anomalous fraction in the total wave function
is negligible [11].

The charge density, varying in space on the typical dis-
tance rT , can be created by an incident charged particle
which is reflected by lattice sites of the solid. The result-
ing density, related to such particle, is due to interference of
incident and reflected waves. This charge density is approx-
imately proportional tocos(2r

√
2MEp/~) whereM is the

particle mass andEp is its energy [11]. For example, if to use
deuterons,M ' 3.346× 10−24 g, one can estimate

charge density ∼ cos
[
1.96

r

rT

√
Ep(keV)

]
. (5)

If to use electrons, the same wave length corresponds to high
electron energy on the order of 1 MeV .

We see that one can bombard the surface of the solid
by ions with the energy of approximately 1 keV to produce
anomalous electron states within the depth of ions penetra-
tion. This correlates with conditions of the glow discharge
experiments [12].

5. Post-irradiation emission of photons

In this section non-rigorous, rather heuristic, arguments are
considered which help to understand the post-irradiation X-
ray laser bursts in experiments [12,13].

Anomalous electron-photon state in a solid is not infinite
in space. It is the thread of the diameter10−11 cm between
two lattice sites [11]. An electron in the anomalous state
is distributed along that thread. The related charge density
varies on the distance of10−11 cm. This serves as a pertur-
bation for formation either of other anomalous state by con-
ductivity electrons or by addition of a new electron to the
existing anomalous state. When irradiation of the surface by
ions is switched off, remaining anomalous states are the only
source for formation of new anomalous ones.

Anomalous state with one electron can accept the sec-
ond one to the same thread. Since the thread length is on
the order of10−8 cm, the second electron cannot qualita-
tively change the anomalous state which already exists. This
is due to smallness of the electron-electron interaction. In
other words, the second electron cannot convert the local-
ized electron-photon state into delocalized one (Sec. 4.) that
is with a photon propagating to the infinity.

So (two electrons)-photon state is with zero width. Sub-
sequent filling out the thread by other electrons do not de-
localize the state until the number of electrons is not large.
In this case every new electron can be accounted for by the
perturbation theory with respect to the electron-electron in-
teraction.

When the number of electrons in the thread becomes
large, the mutual influence of electrons is not a small per-
turbation. Indeed, in this case all collected electrons can os-
cillate along the thread providing electromagnetic radiation.
This means a conversion of the localized state into delocal-
ized one that is with a finite width of levels. The total state
becomes decaying when the number of collected electrons,
increasing in time, exceeds the certain critical value. After
that the states, which were initially non-decaying, emit an
avalanche of photons with continuous spectrum.

The common phase in the laser radiation is similar to the
order parameter in phase transitions. Phases, direction, and
polarization of all individual photons in the emitted avalanche
are not random. This gives rise to the collimated beams ob-
served in experiments [12,13] (post irradiation emission).

The collimated beam exists during the time when elec-
trons in anomalous states emit photons and undergo to lower
levels. After that a new anomalous states start to be formed.
This continues periodically as observed in [12, 13]. Remain-
ing distortions of the lattice sites after photon emission look
like the certain impurities in the crystal lattice.

As noted in Sec. 1., zero point energy is converted into
one of emitted photon in formation of H2 molecule. Suppose
that there is a numberN of pairs of hydrogen atoms. Each
pair has the tendency to get converted into H2 and there is
the subsequent formation of hydrogen molecules with pho-
ton emission. IfN → ∞ we have the steady process of
conversion of infinite zero point energy into emitted photons
(“energy from nothing”).

This is similar to the process considered in this paper
since there is also subsequent formation of potential wells
(Fig. 3) at various points of the solid. At present it is unclear
how long this process of the vacuum energy extraction will
continue. In experiments [12, 13] the time of 20 hours was
established.

6. Discussions

Well reproducible experiments [12, 13] look paradoxical be-
cause of the mysterious phenomenon of X-ray laser bursts
emitted from the solid. These macroscopic bursts are sud-
denly emitted by a conventional metal disconnected long time
ago from any external energy source. An explanation in terms
of combination of known effects does not work. Necessary
condition for laser emission, long-living states, seemed im-
possible. Indeed, an excitation of nuclear degrees of freedom
by keV ions is not effective. Also the lifetime of keV elec-
trons is short.

In this paper the revealed mechanism is described which
is likely the base of the phenomena observed in Refs. 12
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and 13. This mechanism is based on anomalous electron-
photon states in quantum electrodynamics. In these states
the strong electron-photon influence occurs since even small
“vibrations” of the electron are able to cut off the singular-
ity. Anomalous states are connected with the reduction of
zero point electromagnetic energy resulting in the deep (on
the order of MeV) potential well for the electron. Forma-
tion of anomalous state allows to explain generation of high-
energy photons which can be even more energetic than ex-
citing ions [12, 13]. There is no violation of the total energy
balance since conversion of zero point electromagnetic en-
ergy enters the game. It was shown that the energy of bom-
barding ions of∼ 1 keV is optimal for creation of anomalous
states. This correlates with results of Refs. 12 an 13.

The anomalous states in the well are long-living. This
explains the paradoxical phenomenon of keV-laser radiation
when long-living states of this energy were unexpected. The
radiation occurs due to the conversion of vacuum energy.

The energy of the MeV range is a typical nuclear scale.
Nevertheless it appears in the electron-photon process. High
energy photons, generated inside the solid, can cause nuclear
transmutations of lattice nuclei. Misinterpretation of such ex-
periments is possible by attributing the energy source to nu-
clear reactions. These reactions are impossible here since the
energies of incident particles (1 keV), phonons (0.01 eV), and
electrons (1 eV) inside a solid are too low compared to MeV.
It is not real to expect phonons in a solid to suddenly get col-
lected into the MeV energy.

One can suppose that after switching off the irradiation
by ions, remaining anomalous states, having the short range
variation of the charge density, serve as a source for further
creation of anomalous states. This mechanism would gener-
ally explain X-ray laser radiation from a “dead” sample, that
is from a piece of metal which is out of external influences.

In glow discharge experiments one can measure a differ-
ence between the thermal energy produced and the supplied
electric energy. There is no theoretical ban for positive excess
energy. Positive excess energy coming from vacuum may
have practical applications.

There is a question on creation of anomalous states in a
biological matter, for example, in DNA. In that case one can
expect an X-ray generation by a living system and transmu-
tation of elements inside it.

7. Conclusions

An unusual phenomenon, observed in experiments, is stud-
ied. X-ray laser bursts of keV energy are emitted from a
metal where long-living states, resulting in population in-
version, are totally unexpected. Anomalous electron-photon
states are revealed to be formed inside the metal. These states
are associated with narrow,10−11 cm, potential well created
by the local reduction of zero point electromagnetic energy.
In contrast to analogous van der Waals potential well, leading
to attraction of two hydrogen atoms, the depth of the anoma-
lous well is on the order of 1 MeV. The states in that well are
long-living which results in population inversion and subse-
quent laser generation observed. The X-ray emission, occur-
ring in transitions to lower levels, is due to the conversion of
zero point electromagnetic energy.
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